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AKHELIAN ALLOPEXES
Allopexes are vicious predators of the deep, known for their voracious appetites and savage blood frenzies. As Akhelian bond-
beasts, they are more dangerous still, boasting scythed � ns and deadly back-mounted harpoon launchers. With bites that can sever a 
gargant’s arm and the thrashing fury of their attack, even the bravest fear to see such � nned menaces approach.

DESCRIPTION
A unit of Akhelian Allopexes has 1 or more 
models. � e crew unleash long-range attacks, using 
either volleys of bolts from a Razorshell Harpoon 
Launcher or shredding nets � red from a Retarius 
Net Launcher. � e crew � ght in close combat with 
Barbed Hooks and Blades, while the Allopexes they 
ride rip chunks of � esh from their prey with their 
Ferocious Bites and cut them to pieces with their 
Scythed Fins. 

FLY
Akhelian Allopexes can � y.

ABILITIES
Bloodthirsty Predators: Allopexes are ferocious 
beasts drawn towards the scent of freshly spilt blood. 

At the start of your charge phase, if this unit is 
within 12" of any enemy models that have been 
allocated any wounds, you can re-roll charge rolls 
for this unit in that charge phase.

MISSILE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Razorshell Harpoon Launcher 24" 3 3+ 3+ - 1
Retarius Net Launcher 18" 1 3+ 3+ - 3
MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Barbed Hooks and Blades 1" 5 3+ 4+ - 1
Allopex’s Ferocious Bite 1" 1 3+ 3+ -2 3
Allopex’s Scythed Fins 1" 4 3+ 3+ -1 1

LOTANN
WARDEN OF THE SOUL LEDGERS

Named the Warden of the Soul Ledgers, Lotann marches to war with every Idoneth enclave, not only his own Ionrach. So great is his 
willpower, so vast is his desire to collect souls, that it manifests itself in the ethersea. � is mystic cloud inspires all Idoneth Deepkin, 
but especially Namarti, who will � ght with renewed vigour in Lotann’s presence.

DESCRIPTION
Lotann, Warden of the Soul Ledgers is a single 
model. He rarely � ghts, but when he must he uses 
his Bone Quill to stab at his foe. He is protected 
by his Ochtar familiar, which attacks any enemy 
foolish enough to approach Lotann with its 
Tentacles, and with the Cudgel and Blade it wields. 

 

ABILITIES
Catalogue of Souls: � e Soul Wardens tally and 
record the souls that are collected by Idoneth 
Deepkin armies. � eir presence causes Idoneth 
Deepkin warriors to � ght all the harder, so that the 
quota of souls the Wardens require is achieved. 

Add 1 to the Bravery characteristic of friendly 
Idoneth Deepkin units while they are wholly 
within 12" of this model. In addition, re-roll hit 
rolls of 1 for friendly Namarti units while they 
are wholly within 12" of this model. 

Writhing Tentacles: It is almost impossible for a foe 
to get past the writhing tentacles of a Soul Warden’s 
guardian Ochtar.

Roll a dice each time you allocate a wound or 
mortal wound to this model. On a 5+, the wound 
is negated.

MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Bone Quill 1" 1 3+ 5+ - 1
Ochtar’s Cudgel 3" 1 4+ 3+ -1 2
Ochtar’s Blade 3" 1 3+ 4+ -1 1

Ochtar’s Tentacles 3" 6 4+ 4+ - 1
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AKHELIAN ALLOPEXES
Allopexes are vicious predators of the deep, known for their voracious appetites and savage blood frenzies. As Akhelian bond-
beasts, they are more dangerous still, boasting scythed � ns and deadly back-mounted harpoon launchers. With bites that can sever a 
gargant’s arm and the thrashing fury of their attack, even the bravest fear to see such � nned menaces approach.

DESCRIPTION
A unit of Akhelian Allopexes has 1 or more 
models. � e crew unleash long-range attacks, using 
either volleys of bolts from a Razorshell Harpoon 
Launcher or shredding nets � red from a Retarius 
Net Launcher. � e crew � ght in close combat with 
Barbed Hooks and Blades, while the Allopexes they 
ride rip chunks of � esh from their prey with their 
Ferocious Bites and cut them to pieces with their 
Scythed Fins. 

FLY
Akhelian Allopexes can � y.

ABILITIES
Bloodthirsty Predators: Allopexes are ferocious 
beasts drawn towards the scent of freshly spilt blood. 

At the start of your charge phase, if this unit is 
within 12" of any enemy models that have been 
allocated any wounds, you can re-roll charge rolls 
for this unit in that charge phase.

MISSILE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Razorshell Harpoon Launcher 24" 3 3+ 3+ - 1
Retarius Net Launcher 18" 1 3+ 3+ - 3
MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Barbed Hooks and Blades 1" 5 3+ 4+ - 1
Allopex’s Ferocious Bite 1" 1 3+ 3+ -2 3
Allopex’s Scythed Fins 1" 4 3+ 3+ -1 1

LOTANN
WARDEN OF THE SOUL LEDGERS

Named the Warden of the Soul Ledgers, Lotann marches to war with every Idoneth enclave, not only his own Ionrach. So great is his 
willpower, so vast is his desire to collect souls, that it manifests itself in the ethersea. � is mystic cloud inspires all Idoneth Deepkin, 
but especially Namarti, who will � ght with renewed vigour in Lotann’s presence.

DESCRIPTION
Lotann, Warden of the Soul Ledgers is a single 
model. He rarely � ghts, but when he must he uses 
his Bone Quill to stab at his foe. He is protected 
by his Ochtar familiar, which attacks any enemy 
foolish enough to approach Lotann with its 
Tentacles, and with the Cudgel and Blade it wields. 

 

ABILITIES
Catalogue of Souls: � e Soul Wardens tally and 
record the souls that are collected by Idoneth 
Deepkin armies. � eir presence causes Idoneth 
Deepkin warriors to � ght all the harder, so that the 
quota of souls the Wardens require is achieved. 

Add 1 to the Bravery characteristic of friendly 
Idoneth Deepkin units while they are wholly 
within 12" of this model. In addition, re-roll hit 
rolls of 1 for friendly Namarti units while they 
are wholly within 12" of this model. 

Writhing Tentacles: It is almost impossible for a foe 
to get past the writhing tentacles of a Soul Warden’s 
guardian Ochtar.

Roll a dice each time you allocate a wound or 
mortal wound to this model. On a 5+, the wound 
is negated.

MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Bone Quill 1" 1 3+ 5+ - 1
Ochtar’s Cudgel 3" 1 4+ 3+ -1 2
Ochtar’s Blade 3" 1 3+ 4+ -1 1

Ochtar’s Tentacles 3" 6 4+ 4+ - 1
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